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We are excited that you have joined us for our North Carolina Read to Achieve Overview and
welcome to all our North Carolina Family Partners! We hope this information that we are
sharing will be helpful in learning how every child deserves the opportunity to learn to read! In
fact, according to the research, Researchers estimate that 95% of children can be taught to
read. Our State Legislature and State Board of Education have given us a GIFT, a gift that will
change the lives of our students, a gift that will change our communities, and you, our most
valuable resource, the families, will have the opportunity to understand and support the most
current research findings when working with your child to Read, Lead, and Succeed.
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As parents and caregivers, one of the most important gifts we can give our children is to help
them build the necessary skills to become successful readers. But, how do we do that?  A
great place to start is to understand how and where literacy development begins.
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I want you to think for a moment about this statement. ( If this is virtual - maybe the participants
can respond in chat or share an expression thumbs up for true, smiley face for false)

<Read the statement:>
Children learn to read the same way they learn to talk.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1uQcMzw3OfbD4tp9f6gbsR6cvQXBNe2zcOjVmK5-AuvI/edit#slide=id.geddcdc0562_0_16


What do you think?  Do you think that learning to read is a natural and instinctive process? The
truth is, when we are born, our brains are hardwired to learn to speak, but we are not born
hardwired to learn to read.
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Infants learn to speak by listening to and repeating sounds made by adults and connecting
them to meanings. They don’t consciously distinguish individual sound units (called phonemes)
when hearing spoken language.

A child develops understanding of speech through exposure to language and opportunities to
practice the “serve and return” patterns of conversation, even without explicit instruction.

By contrast, children do not naturally develop reading skills through exposure to text.
The way they learn to connect oral and written language depends on what kind of language
they are learning to read.
Alphabetic languages, like English or French, use letters to stand for sounds that make up
spoken words. To read an alphabetic language, children must learn how written letters
represent spoken sounds, recognize patterns of letter sounds as words, and match those to
spoken words whose meanings they know.
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Research informs us that….

● 90% to 95% of all students can achieve literacy skills at or approaching grade level.
● Students succeed when they receive intensive, comprehensive, and high-quality

prevention and early intervention instruction, provided by well-informed and
well-supported teachers.

● The most powerful instruction is systematic, explicit, and intensive.

This graphic, using both Young and Lyon's research, emphasizes that the majority of students



need structured literacy and that all students benefit from it.

<Read slide specifically.>

Structured literacy is an approach to reading instruction that is beneficial for ALL students,
including students with reading disabilities, English learners, struggling adolescents, and other
at-risk students (Foorman et al., 2016; Gersten et al., 2008; Seidenberg, 2018).

As depicted in the image, the challenge of learning to read is not the same for everyone.
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As depicted in the previous slide…..Structured Literacy instruction is explicit, systematic
teaching that applies current science of reading research to focus on the five essential
components of reading. Explicit and systematic means that teaching is clear, intentional,
sequenced to build off of already learned skills, and includes many chances to practice and
receive feedback.Formal and informal assessments are used to diagnostically and
prescriptively inform instruction. Content is taught to mastery to support automaticity in word
recognition, which supports the cognitive ability to extract meaning from text.
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Many of you are hearing the term the Science of Reading and today I would like to share the
NC Legislative definition of the Science of Reading as defined by Senate Bill 387:

<read>
“Science of Reading” means evidence-based reading instruction practices that address
the acquisition of language, phonological and phonemic awareness, phonics and
spelling, fluency, vocabulary, oral language, and comprehension that can be
differentiated to meet the needs of individual students.
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The SoR IS  the emerging consensus from many related disciplines (not just education but
cognitive scientists, neuroscientists , psychologists), based on literally thousands of studies,
supported by hundreds of millions of research dollars, conducted across the world in many
languages.
These studies have revealed a great deal about how we learn to read, what goes wrong when
students don’t learn, and what kind of instruction is most likely to work the best for the most
students.”
Dr. Louisa Moats states that  “The Science of reading, this body of research, is our anchor for
students to become proficient with foundational literacy skills that help them to become
decoders and fluent readers in order to achieve the ultimate goal...reading comprehension!”
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Please take note that the Science of Reading is not a political agenda, it is not a philosophy or
a theory, or a one-size fits all approach and it is not a program or a phonics program that you
can buy, to add to the beginning or end of the day.
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Here is another way to look at the process of reading and this excerpt from a short video
explains The Simple View of Reading. As you watch, listen carefully to
determine if one part of the equation is more important than the other or if they are equally
important when developing comprehension.
Both parts of the equation are EQUALLY important!
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Let’s take a look at the process of how reading occurs through a very well known model called
Scarborough’s rope.

Hollis Scarborough’s rope breaks the skilled reading process down into language
comprehension and word recognition skills. However each of those two areas is broken down
further into the skill “strands” that comprise it.
The word recognition portion is made up of phonological awareness, decoding, and sight
recognition skills. Those three strands weave together and lead to fluent and automatic word
recognition. However, if even one of those strands is frayed or broken, the word recognition is
not as strong.
Likewise, the language comprehension portion of the rope is made of strands such as
background knowledge, vocabulary, language structures, verbal reasoning, and literacy
knowledge. Woven together, they build increasingly strategic comprehension skills as long as
all the strands are intact and strong. Like a true rope, if one strand is frayed or broken, the
integrity of the entire rope is compromised. So if one or more of these strands in the reading
rope is broken, skilled reading is compromised.
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Now having the knowledge of how we learn to read, you may ask why is my child assessed in
reading?
The goal of the State is to ensure:

● that every student read at or above grade level
● that students continue to progress in reading proficiency
● that students have the ability to read, comprehend, integrate and apply complex texts
● that students apply these skills for secondary education and career success.
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<Read Slide>
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<Read Slide>
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To ensure that all of these elements are addressed within the diagnostic reading
assessment,the Department of Public Instruction is charged with determining and providing the
statewide reading diagnostic tool.  Cross-division DPI staff, teachers, administrators,
superintendents and outside content area experts from across the state partnered to
systematically and judiciously analyze a multitude of assessment tools.

Amplify has been chosen as the state vendor and DIBELS 8 will be the tool used to assess
each one of these components. It is an integrated literacy system based on the science of
reading.
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You might be asking: What does the acronym DIBELS stand for?
It stands for Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Skills. DIBELS are measures that help teachers
and schools determine how students are performing on important reading skills.
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The DIBELS 8 measures include individually administered measures that focus on the big
ideas and critical skills of beginning reading which include phonemic awareness, phonics,
fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. The skills assessed for beginner readers include:
Letter Naming Fluency:
Phonemic Segmentation Fluency:
Nonsense Word Fluency
Word Reading Fluency
Oral reading Fluency and
MAZE which assess Reading Comprehension
Oral Language
Vocabulary
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<Read Slide>
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Please notice that each student will complete the tests depending on his or her grade. The
critical skills necessary for successful beginning reading include: phonemic awareness,
phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension.
The DIBELS 8 measures assess students on these critical skills, which are often referred to as
the “Big Ideas” or “Essential Components” of reading. Each of the top assessments are only
one minute long with the exception of Maze which is 3 minutes. The oral language and
vocabulary are untimed and take as long as the student needs.
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All students in a school building are given the DIBELS 8 screener three times each year;
usually this occurs in the fall, winter, and spring. This school-wide testing is called benchmark
assessment. School personnel will also regularly check on the progress of students who
receive extra reading help to make sure their reading skills are improving. These regular
checks are called progress monitoring. Students who are progress monitored may complete
one or two of the individual DIBELS 8 measures as often as once a week or as little as once
every 6 weeks depending on the needs of the student.
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A student’s scores on the DIBELS 8 measures give the school information about whether or not
a student is on track for grade-level reading success. A school can quickly identify students
who do not meet the goals on each DIBELS 8 measure and provide extra help. For example, if
your child is reading words accurately, but slowly, the teacher can provide extra practice
re-reading stories and passages to improve his or her reading rate or fluency.

The teacher can use the progress monitoring scores to make sure your student receives extra
help to improve other reading skills during the school year. Teachers can review scores on
DIBELS 8 measures for all the students in a class to make decisions about how to prepare
their day-to-day reading lessons. School and district staff can also study the scores across
classrooms and grade levels to make decisions about how to best use resources to make sure
that every child in the school, including your child, is on track to become an accurate and fluent
reader.
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Family involvement is a key element in a student’s education. To help start a conversation
between parents and students, Amplify offers mCLASS® Home Connect® letters and the new
mCLASS Home Website. The Home Connect letter is shared three times a year with parents
regarding student assessment results. When you receive an mCLASS Home Connect letter, it



will contain a skill overview and description of the measure used to determine your child’s
performance from Benchmark assessments completed during the current time of year.  On the
second page, it will contain targeted activities you can do with your child at home to help
develop specific skills.
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Let’s take a close up look at the Skills Review Section of the Home Connect Letter.  You will
notice a progress bar with 4 colors and a “running person” along this bar. The position of the
running person indicates your child’s performance on each measure.
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You’ll also notice that the running person indicates your child’s support category and score.
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Benchmark categories help you understand likely your child will be on grade level at the end of
the year.  The blue status indicates that your child is above benchmark and will likely be
performing at or above grade level with a 90% chance or higher of meeting the end of year
goal.  Students performing in the above benchmark category should continue with strong core
instructional support.  The green status indicates your child is at benchmark and will likely be
performing at grade level with an 80& or higher chance of meeting the end of year goal and
should remain successful with core instructional support. The yellow status indicates your child



is below benchmark and is at some risk of not performing at grade level with a 20% or higher
chance of meeting the end of year goal and will need strategic instruction with the skills as
indicated in the previous slide. The red status indicates your child is well below benchmark and
will most likely not be performing at grade level with less than 20% at risk of meeting the end of
year goal and will need intensive instruction with skills as indicated in the previous slide.
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On the 2nd page of the Home Connect Letter you will find an activities section.

The activities section contains a list of recommended activities targeted for your child’s specific
needs. You can use them to help advance your child’s reading development.
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The Home Connect site provides resources for families to use at home with their children to
reinforce and practice important reading skills, and can be used by any family, regardless of
whether they receive Home Connect letters. The Home Connect site is your portal for finding
activities to practice essential literacy skills with your child. Use the site with your Home
Connect letter or with guidance from your child’s teacher to determine which activities would be
best matched to your child’s skill level. To access the Home Connect site, go to
mclass.amplify.com/homeconnect.
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Now we will focus on third grade proficiency. To determine proficiency, a student is required to
score a Lexile score of 725 on DIBELS 8.  Proficiency is also shown with a level 3 score on the
standardized End of Grad reading test.
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Let’s recap
● Students take the DIBELS 8 assessment to see which reading skills they do and do not

already know at the beginning, middle, and end of the year.
● Data from DIBELS 8 gives your child’s teacher information about which reading skills

your child needs to learn
● Your child’s teacher uses this information to plan lessons and target the necessary skills

to support your child with learning to read.
● Students who are meeting grade level benchmarks along the way in kindergarten, first,

and second grades are more likely to remain proficient readers in third grade.
● Research has linked that fourth grade students who are proficient in reading are more

likely to graduate from high school.
○ All the work we are doing starting in preschool is to ensure your child receives the

education they need to read and eventually, successfully graduate.
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As we previously learned, learning to read is challenging and not all students develop proficient
reading skills at the same rate. If your child does not meet grade level benchmarks, then
please know that there are multiple pathways to show reading proficiency by the end of third
grade.

1. Lexile of 725 on DIBELS 8 during any benchmark window throughout the school year.
2. Passing score on End of Third Grade (EOG) test.
3. If not proficient on EOG test, passing score on Read to Achieve test.
4. If not proficient on Read to Achieve test, passing score on EOG re-test.
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In the Read to Achieve legislation, students may be exempt from mandatory retention in third grade if
they qualify for a good cause exemption.  Students that qualify for a good cause exemption are still
eligible to participate in reading camps and should receive instructional support, services, and reading
interventions appropriate for their age and reading level.

Let’s talk about each Good Cause Exemption:
A third grade reading portfolio:
is intended to provide students another option to demonstrate proficiency using a collection of student
work that is developed over time consists of reading passages with comprehension questions
portfolio passages are completed during the instructional school day as part of independent work

Limited English Proficient students with less than two school years of instruction in an English as a
Second Language program qualify for the Limited English Proficient good cause.

There are three ways students with disabilities with an Individualized Education Program (IEP) already
in place qualify for a good cause exemption.

1. The IEP indicates the use of the NCEXTEND ,1
2. They have at least a two school year delay in educational performance, OR
3. They have received intensive reading interventions for at least two school years.

It is important to remember that a student does not qualify for a GCE (Good Cause Exemption)  just
because they have an IEP."

Alternative assessments are another good cause exemption. It gives the LEAs the flexibility to give a
state board approved, local alternative assessment.
The State Board of Education provides a student reading portfolio where students must pass each
standard by reading passages and answering 5 comprehension questions related to the standard.  Use
of the portfolio is optional for districts.

Students that have received reading intervention and have previously been retained more than



once in kindergarten, first, second, or third grades may receive a good cause exemption.

Remember, even if a student has a good cause exemption, rigorous instruction and interventions should
be in place for these students.  This part of the Read to Achieve legislation ensures that all students are
served and are continuously working toward proficiency.
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Reading camps are offered by your child’s school district for students who are not proficient
on the third- grade EOG. Camps are designed to provide evidence based instruction in
third-grade reading for your child. There is no cost to parents. Attendance in reading camps is
not mandatory, but parents are strongly encouraged to enroll a child in reading camp for
continued support.
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Following reading camp, if the student does not show 3rd grade proficiency, a placement
decision is made for the upcoming school year.

There are 3 choices for placement for those students not proficient in reading at the end of
reading camp.

1. A student may be retained in 3rd grade – these children are being taught third grade
standards and curriculum and take the 3rd grade EOG.

2. Another possible placement is the 3/4 Transition Class. These students are being
taught 4th grade standards and curriculum and receive 90 minutes of uninterrupted
evidenced-based reading instruction.This student would have a reading retained label
designated in powerschool and would receive whole group instruction on grade level
standard, but would also work with other students with similar needs on standards that



this student is working on below grade level. A transitional third and fourth class is
designed to produce learning gains sufficient to meet fourth grade performance while
continuing to remediate areas of reading deficiency. This student will take the 4th grade
EOG.  This class is provided with a teacher who has previously demonstrated outcomes
in reading proficiency.

3. A 4th grade Accelerated reading class is also an option. Students are taught 4th grade
standards and curriculum. This class is designed so that students can show two year
growth during the course of one year of instruction.  This class is provided with a teacher
who has previously demonstrated outcomes in reading proficiency.

The decision for placement is not just based on one score or reading camp attendance.  It is a
comprehensive look at the student from their previous year in third grade – formative,
diagnostic results, benchmarks, summative assessments, report card grades, classroom work,
classroom observations and reading camp performance (if applicable).

Reading camp attendance or taking any alternative test does NOT determine retention.
Placement must be decided by the principal and teachers most familiar with each child and
signed off by the superintendent.
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You will find all the information we’ve shared and more on the NC DPI website around Science
of Reading, Early Literacy and the Read to Achieve Program.

We are also proud to share a newly developed and released  digital resource to support
families and our youngest readers. This “Literacy at Home” DPI website offers literacy activities
at each grade level - prekindergarten through 5th grade. Families and communities may
access this resource for activities that specifically target each area of literacy development.
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We covered a great deal of information, so we are providing a RtA Family Infographic that
summarizes today’s presentation.
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Successful relationships focus on families' strengths. They are built on a commitment to your
child’s well-being and success and we value our partnership with families.  A shared
commitment and strong partnerships between schools, teachers, and caregivers, contribute to
positive and lasting change for families and children. Research shows that when a
partnership approach between families and teachers is evident, children's work habits,
attitudes about school, and grades improve.

We are here to support you and we look forward to the school year ahead and wish each of
you continued success.

We hope the information shared was helpful in building your understanding of measures being
taken to build successful pathways to reading proficiency. It takes all of us, working together, to
ensure that each child has the opportunities to become readers, leaders and to succeed.
Thank you for joining us.


